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change in attitude towards the concept of a general-purpose programming lan- 
guage. From the state of the art reflected in Rosen's book one would conclude that 
a language SUfficiently general co permit he efficient coding of most scientific, busi- 
ness, non-numerical, nd real-time programs must be a Gargantuan construct con- 
taining a myriad of features taken from various pecial-purpose languages. But 
today it has become reasonable toexpect he development of a compact machine- 
independent programming language which provides for the concise xpression of
nearly the full variety of programs that can be performed on a computer, frees the 
user from unnecessarily detailed considerations of data representation and storage 
allocation, and permits an efficient implementation. 
JOHN C. REYNOLDS 
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Computat ion  : F in i te  & In f in i te  Mach ines .  By  MARVIN MINSKY. 
This book is a textbook oriented toward students in computer science. Its 
chief purpose is to present those areas of formal ogic most basic to computation, 
particularly the concept of effective computability. The book is organized into 
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three parts. The first part is on finite state machines and regular:exPressions, the
second on Turing machines and recursive functions, and the third on Post symbol 
manipulation systems. It is of considerable value just to have these topics ex- 
plained in a single text, and this value is enhanced by a good presentation which 
exposes: ~he basic simplicity of the computability concepts. 
The material On formal logic is rounded out with topics Which are oriented 
toward logical design and programming. The choice of topics reflects the author's 
tastes and is not intended to make this book into a complete book of basic autom- 
ata or machine theory. For example, the author includes uch topic s as neural 
networks, computable real numbers, and programmed counter: machines; but 
almost completely omits uch concepts as reduced machines, and-or ealizations, 
context-free languages, pushdown machines, and nondeterministic machines, 
In short, £his book will serve the student of computer science as a good intro- 
duction to those areas of formal logic pertinent to his field. 
R. E. STEARNS 
